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Abstract 

The Sundar bans are a massive archipelago of inconspicuous islands located off India's easternmost coast. 

The harsh tides and the constant risk of Bengal tiger attacks keep life here in a state of flux. Two searchers 

from separate universes arrive in this poisonous splendour, and their lives collide with startling results. The 

Sundarbans' trailblazers believe that anyone who wanders into the watery island maze without a perfect 

heart will spend eternity there. The delicate equality of little gathering life precariously moves with the 

presence of two untouchables from the high level world. Piya Roy is an aquatic life researcher, of Indian 

descent but staunchly American, on the lookout for a rare dolphin. Kanai Dutt is a cosmopolitan Delhi 

specialist who has come to recover his uncle's journal, which was mysteriously lost in a local political 

revolt. Kanai changes into Piya's mediator when she hires an oblivious but joyful neighbourhood fisherman 

to guide her across the crocodile-infested backwaters. The tide begins to turn at this point. The Hungry 

Tide is a modern novel about engagement and opinion, character and history that takes you deep into one 

of the world's most beautiful places, where nature's deceiving qualities and human rashness collide to 

destroy a way of life. 
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1. Introduction 

 The Ganges River flows through northern India from the Himalayan Mountains, eventually emptying into 

the Bay of Bengal. The Sundar bans are a vast archipelago of islands formed by the stream delta, where 

mangrove unsettled sections fall aground quickly and are not reclaimed by the tide. The flowing flood from 

the sea can stretch 300 kilometers, reshaping or devouring islands on a regular basis, with the most notable 

markings of the disturbed areas becoming visible at high tide. This is the tiger country, with massive 

crocodiles, sharks, snakes, impassable trees, and a few people trying to make a living. Sir Daniel Hamilton 

wanted to establish a hopeful culture there near the turn of the century, offering free land to people willing 

to work as long as they recognized the others as reciprocals, without regard for station or ethnicity. Most 

women are widowed at a young age, and the land is barely farmable on the off chance that the saltwater 

from the raging tide can be kept from drowning their fields. 

Amitav Ghosh's captivating novel, The Hungry Tide, is set in this tide nation, the Sundar bans. The story is 

recounted through the eyes of two main characters: Kanai Dutt, a Delhi specialist, and Piya Roy, an 

American scientist who has come to study the rare Irrawaddy dolphin that lives in the tide country's surges. 

Kanai, a trained mediator and owner of a compelling understanding company, visits his aunt, Nilima, on 
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the island of Lusibari. Kanai is a contented and conceited man who isn't afraid to take advantage of his 

position to acquire what he wants. He tries to maintain constant control over his life's associations. He is 

portrayed by Nilima as "One of those males who loves to think of himself as dominating the next sex. 

Unfortunately, the world does not require women who are sufficiently absurd to insist on such a man's 

feeling of himself, and Kanai appears to be looking for them by all accounts." 

Kanai had gone to Lusibari as a young adult, having been brought there by his people to be "rusticated" for 

his arrogance and pretentiousness. He's being summoned by Nilima in light of a group given to Kanai by 

her late friend, Nirmal, which has only recently been discovered some 20 years after his death. When 

Nirmal's dynamic considerations became needlessly dangerous in Calcutta, he and Nilima moved to the 

Sundarbans. Nilima planned a pleasing that brought food, medicine, and eventually a repair shop to 

Lusibari, while Nirmal worked as a school principal. For a little while in 1970, when Kanai was away, a 

young woman named Kusum continued her life. The group currently left to Kanai has a record of events 

near the end of Nirmal's life, which revolved around Kusum, her child Fokir, and the horrible clash of the 

seized on the island of Mori chjhpi to shape another general population. 

Piya Roy is the daughter of a Bangla watchman who has recently relocated to Seattle. She's used to the 

confinement and ailments that come with working as a scientist in the outdoors. Piya spends a lot of her 

time in zones where she doesn't understand the procedures or the vocabulary, and she can get by for a long 

time on essentialness bars and Oval tine while focusing on stream dolphins. She's going to the Sundarbans 

to find a larger number of these extraordinary species, but her journey isn't going well. With an official 

permit, she is required to utilize an organization-sponsored guide and guard, but she ends up following 

their directions until events place her in a small watercraft with Fokir, who is looking for crabs with his 

child. Piya is passed on to Lusibari by Fokir, who combines the methods of Piya, Kanai, and Fokir. 

Amitav Ghosh's decision to situate The Hungry Tide amid the Sundarbans allows him to create a world 

where everyone is on an even keel. It's Sir Hamilton's tradition, and the compromised climate erases all 

cultural layers, given how everyone is on the same level in the effort to survive in the combative 

environment. This is a recurring motif throughout the book. Nirmal, a critically acclaimed author who 

frequently quotes Rilke, approaches retirement with the feeling that his life has been wasted because he is 

continuously dissatisfied with his ever-changing goals. 

    2. Review of Literature 

The Hungry Tide is written by a master essayist at the height of his abilities. It's stylistically and tonally 

similar to Ghosh's underappreciated ideal show-stopper, The Glass Palace. Regardless of the similarities, 

the book's smaller scope and smaller cast of people make it feel more open than the previous one. Ghosh 
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has figured out a way to turn The Hungry Tide into an authentically thrilling book - superbly controlled and 

structured - while retaining none of his indisputable brand name power. 

The Glass Palace (to study, or if you missed it) is an epic of Southeast Asia in that it simultaneously retells 

the stories of: 1) the Indian National Army (i.e., Netaji, Subhas Chandra Bose) during the subsequent 

universal conflict; 2) the presence of advancement in Burma, including especially the piece of the flexible 

and teak trades British expansionism; and 3) the situation of Indian transient workers in places like 

Malaysia during the subsequent universal conflict. Each of these parallel sub-plots is crucial to the clever's 

main defined plot, and their proximity is the result of exceptional judgement of the essayist. Ghosh 

suggests many persuasion links between Bengal and whatever remains of Southeast Asia through 

juxtaposition. He makes a critical argument for limiting together state-of-the-art Southeast Asian history - a 

fundamentally fused Indian Ocean Basin - through the fiction. Ghosh's 'Indo-Anglian' counterparts are 

unmatched in terms of breadth, caution, and circumspection. [Indo-Anglian refers to Indian authors who 

write in English.] Certainly, columnists such as Rushdie, Mistry, and Seth (all of whom have excellent 

qualities) have never sought to achieve what Ghosh does. 

The Hungry Tide, on the other hand, is spatially constrained, confined to the Sunder boycott islands in the 

Bay of Bengal, and possibly Bengal by extension. It is also a composition that is more intentionally 

compelled. It only includes two sensible plots in addition to the several interwoven character plots. In any 

case, it delves into the issue of dislocated social classes (a recurring Ghosh theme), with a focus on a group 

of Bangladeshis who were uprooted and ended up in an encounter with the Indian state in 1979. The other 

theoretical question is how people provide animals with a beautiful and deadly organic framework (here, 

dolphins and tigers). 

The dolphins are being studied by Piyali Roy, a Bengali ocean life researcher who notices a few strange 

conduct irregularities among Irawaddy Dolphins at a tidal pool while on an honour trip to the islands. 

Similarly, the Bay of Bengal is one of the most crucially important habitats for Bengal Tigers in the wild. 

Various global environmental gatherings joyfully assure them (who apply monetary load on the Indian and 

Bangladeshi legislatures to keep up the tiger domains by military power). Regardless, live souls are 

crippled as a result of tiger protection (or "reserve," as we may call it): the tigers regularly annihilate and 

slaughter islanders. Despite the fact that there are clear state-of-the-art contraptions that could be employed 

to protect the islanders, the government permits the passings to continue. Ghosh fights in the Sunder bans, 

where living souls are seen as less valuable than those of Tigers. 

The ephemerality of public and ethnic person's thoughts is one of Ghosh's most determined issues. The 

Sundarbans' naming convention is a definition of their ephemerality. Another moral story about 

ephemerality, but one with a lot of material take, is how the actual region is inconsistent - - dependant on 

every now and then extreme changes as a result of late summer storms. Twisters that broaden in with 
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tremendously moving floodwaters wash away entire islands. Countless people and animals perish in these 

whirlwinds on a regular basis. 

       3. Objective of study 

The Hungry Tide is Amitav Ghosh's fifth English-language novel, and it, like his other works, 

demonstrates the author's capacity as a humanist with a Ph.D. from Oxford University, his broad study, and 

his understanding of the past's fringes. Ghosh's rich language would be difficult to surpass for English and 

American researchers. Regardless of how he has occasionally failed to get a grasp on the tale in his prior 

works, he manages the confusing architecture of The Hungry Tide as competently as he tackles the book's 

different subjects. 

Because one of Ghosh's recurring themes is the closeness of the past, the action in his stories usually takes 

place across long periods of time. In The Shadow Lines (1988), he completes two families over three 

periods and a large portion of a century. His first film, The Glass Palace, was released in 2000 and spans 

115 years. The Hungry Tide remembers two or three weeks for the existence of a few characters due to 

separation. Regardless, the schedule opening is primarily stretched out through recordings of past events, 

which are occasionally offered by the protagonists and at various times by the narrator through a journal 

written thirty years prior and a daydream that began in the distant past.  

Kanai Dutt, a moderately matured expert from New Delhi, meets Piyali Roy, or Piya, a youthful ocean life 

analyst from Seattle, near the opening of the narrative. They're taking a train to Canning, in southeastern 

India, from whence they'll take a boat to the Sundar ban Islands, a Ganges Delta archipelago made up of 

numerous small, mangrove-covered islands. Piya has the ability to see a variety of stream dolphins, while 

Kanai has been told by a distant relative to look into a scratch cushion left by his uncle Nirmal Bose, who 

kicked the container under remarkable circumstances during a resistance thirty years ago. Kanai graciously 

invites Piya to see his direct related on Lusibari, one of the Sundarbans' most remote islands, before they 

seclude themselves at Canning. 

Piya prepares for her exams by collecting the requisite forest area guides and a boat, and then she departs. 

Nonetheless, she quickly begins to have doubts, and after falling into the sea and being rescued by a 

fisherman named Fokir, she chooses to stay with him on his little watercraft rather than returning to the 

helpers, who appear to be unreasonably interested in her money and belongings. Her choice proves to be a 

wise one. Despite the fact that Fokir speaks no English and is unable to read or communicate, he is 

intelligent to the point where Piya has no difficulty conversing with him. She only needs to show him her 

belongings and a few images of dolphins for him to comprehend her motive for being in the Sundarbans 

and her desire to hire him and his watercraft. On their ship, Fokir and his small son Tutul account for Piya, 

and they set off. 
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Kanai wanders through the district's history as Piya investigates the current. Regardless of his direct 

related, Nilima Bose, reveals a location about the early history of the Sundarbans, and Kanai proceeds to 

examine Nirmal, his late uncle's scratch cushion. From so on, the narrator will insert an alternate, pushed 

part into the story every now and then, addressing an area of the scratch cushion. Kanai won't read the last 

section until he's around 66% of the way through the book. 

       4. Research methodology 

The Ganges River flows through northern India from the Himalayan Mountains, eventually emptying into 

the Bay of Bengal. The Sundarbans are an endless archipelago of islands formed by the conductor delta, 

where mangrove damaged sections rush out to be quickly shore wards and are not recovered by the tide. 

The ocean's moving flood might reach 300 kilometers, changing or devouring islands, with the most 

astonishing causes behind the agitated regions often visible at high tide. The Bengal tiger, gigantic 

crocodiles, sharks, snakes, invulnerable backwoods, and a few groups attempting to make a living are all 

found in this tide country. Sir Daniel Hamilton established a hopeful society there at the turn of the 

twentieth century, offering free land to individuals willing to work as long as they saw the others as 

reciprocals, regardless of station or ethnicity. Most females are bereaved at a young age due to an 

inconvenient life, and the land is barely farmable if the saltwater of the restless tide can be kept from 

flooding their fields. 

In his novel, The Hungry Tide, Amitav Ghosh places his drawing in this tide country, the Sundarbans. The 

story is given from the perspectives of two main characters: Kanai Dutt, a Delhi administrator, and Piya 

Roy, an American examiner who has come to see the rare Irrawaddy dolphin that lives in the tidal country's 

floods. Kanai, a trained translator and proprietor of a successful clarification firm, travels to the island of 

Lusibari to see his cousin Nilima. Kanai is a contented and self-assured man who isn't afraid to take 

advantage of his position to acquire what he wants. He tries to maintain constant control over his personal 

relationships. Nilima portrays him as "one of those males who loves to think of himself as dominating the 

sex he's with. Regrettably, the world has no need for ladies who are sufficiently irrational to affirm such a 

man's view of himself, and Kanai gives the impression of being constantly on the lookout for them." 

In his novel, The Hungry, Amitav Ghosh places his drawing in this tide land, the Sundarbans. In his novel, 

The Hungry Tide, Amitav Ghosh places his drawing in this tide country, the Sundarbans. The story is told 

from the perspectives of two main characters: Kanai Dutt, a Delhi administrator, and Piya Roy, an 

American expert who has come to examine the rare Irrawaddy dolphin that lives in the tidal country's 

floods. Kanai, who works as a go-between and owns a successful interpretation company, travels to the 

island of Lusibari to see his direct relative, Nilima. Kanai is a contented and opulent man who isn't afraid to 

take advantage of his position to acquire what he wants. He tries to maintain constant control over his 
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personal relationships. "One of those males who likes to consider himself as being overwhelming to the 

accompanying sex," Nilima says. 

       5. Conclusion 

Amitav Ghosh organizes his 2005 novel The Hungry Tide in the hazy, flowing environment of the 

Sundarbans in southern Bangladesh, where region and sea normally regard each other in a step-by-step, 

essential cycle. This stream delta, which includes large islands that come and disappear according to the 

dictates of tides and seasons, is a scenario where the sea, the stream, the region, individuals, and animals all 

exist together - sometimes in friendship, but more frequently in conflict. Inside this space, Ghosh depicts a 

biological issue that has become one of the main issue districts in conservatism, an issue Robert Cribb 

refers to as the "extraordinary conflict" between insurance and basic liberties, with the same magnificent 

affectability and equality with which he joins social orders in An Antique Land (Huggan and Tiffin, 4). In 

this clash, a battle line has been drawn between generally conscious groups fighting for nonhuman nature 

and basic liberties bundles for the world's poor, seized, and youthful social classes, with major insignificant 

focal ground recognized by both sides. The Hungry Tide, with its befuddling mix of people and scene, 

wanders into this debate with a proposed petition for control to the two sides - a request for 

environmentalists' attestation and appreciation of the poor's problem, and basic liberties bundles' attestation 

and appreciation of animals and nature's problem. To accomplish this, Ghosh employs humankind's set of 

experiences, human associations, and the agony of human endurance in an unfavourable ordinary landscape 

to highlight the "empathetic" in mankind and assist naturalists in recalling their own specific human sense, 

as well as legend and depictions of the scene, as well as the problem of the endangered Ganges dolphin and 

tiger, to highlight the fundamental, brilliant, and sensitive in Nature, achieving the trademark seduction.      
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